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About abhaya News Update:

LOVE & LIFE for the Country

Editorial Team

 
The effort behind making every news update of abhaya month after month, 
extra ordinary since a decade now. There is a TEAM silently work on pooling 
the data, updates, reports, photos, feedbacks, quotes, donations etc., for a 
30 days period every time. Then the Volunteers sit for designing the news 
update during night times post their office hours. This would go on for at least 
5 days... 30 man hours! Then alone a spectacular news update is published. 
Thereafter, a team of volunteers will start posting the news update to 20,000 
abhaya donors, well wishers, supporters, corporates, NGOs and others 
across the globe in the first week of every month, further it would posted in 
FB, Whats App, abhaya web links, Blog and Twitter, reaching another 20,000 
people. All these things happening without a break since 2006.  
 
Request each reader of this news update be aware of such an effort behind 
bringing such piece of heart “the abhaya news update” so that there would be 
love, care, consideration in understanding what is happening at abhaya with 
their kind support. That would surely pave the way for making a heavenly 
difference to their association with abhaya.
 

We will be happy to have your kind feedback for the news update. 

Further will be grateful if you can share this news letter with your 

near and dear and seek their support too!!

 

 
CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder
KSV Sivakrishna, Secretary (Content/Editing)
CS B Kiran Kumar Guptha (CSR Update)
T. Karthik (Content/ Posting)
A Rajasekhar Reddy, (Special design support)
G Srinivasulu (Designing & publishing)
K Gopi Manohar (Support)
S Lalitha Lahari (Editing) 
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Here is an urgency.. as we all know unlike many 

other disasters, drought is a silent killer!!

It’s time we, the common citizens act in a big 

way and treat this as any other disaster like 

earthquake or floods where millions of us get 

together to do our bit.. 

Do build up the campaign, organise collection drives, contribute 

money and material,

 We 
might have heard a few voices of farmers committing 
suicides but the impact is much larger and deeper.. 
The need is certainly not water alone - with failure of 
crops, non-availability of water, lack of income 
generation activities, high costs of daily need material, 
higher interest rates charged by the local mafia, life 
has certainly become a mess for millions.. The support 
of basics (as mentioned in the poster) just eases it 
out!!  

We are there.. in parts of Maharashtra, Bundelkhand 
and other areas, fighting it in our own way; from 
working on water, helping build infrastructure for 
capturing water to taking care of some basic needs..

 take it up in schools, colleges, organizations and 
residential areas or even share your contacts with bulk suppliers. Some of 
the urgent needs are- dry ration, tarpaulins, school material, clothes, 
chappals, umbrellas, utensils and monetary contributions for essential 
purchases and logistics. (refer the detailed list in the poster). Click here - 
http://goonj.org/?page_id=22576 

Also fires, an annual but unknown disaster is devastating millions of lives in 
many parts of the country like every summer. It is again something which 
calls for urgent efforts..
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Water is needed 
but there are other needs too..

time to act !!
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Cordially invite you to grace the

for dedicating the development works
and Empowerment Initiatives

at 
S.No: 58, Vinoba Nagar Development Society

Ibrahimpatnam, RR Dist, TS 

 

abhaya Home of Happiness

On Saturday, the 14th May 2016
at 10AM for 3 hrs followed by Lunch

“DEDICATION EVENT”“DEDICATION EVENT”

INVITATIONINVITATION

Development Works to be InauguratedDevelopment Works to be Inaugurated

Ramesh Gelli Learning Center

Asha Jyothi Mineral Water Plant

Arya Comnet CC TV Surveillance

Govt High School, Ibrahimpatnam

NATCO Solar Power Plant

Squares Interiors Class Rooms

Gelli Naraya Chetty Kitchen Block @

Empowerment InitiativesEmpowerment Initiatives

abhaya Hyundai Driving School

abhaya CCL Rural Tailoring Center, Chededu

abhaya CCL Computer Training Center

abhaya CCL NAC Youth Empowerment Center

abhaya CCL Rural Tailoring Center, Ibrahimpatnam

abhaya Women Empowerment Center, Secunderabad

Mission is to serve with the H.E.A.R.T
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Sri Janardhan Reddy IAS

Commissioner 

GHMC, Hyderabad

Smt B Sumathi IPS

SP, Medak

Telangana

Padmasri Ramesh Gelli

Philanthropist 

Sri Bikshapathy

Director General, NAC

Hyderabad

Sri Meda Narsimhulu

Chairman, 

abhaya Foundation

CS G Raghu Babu

President
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We at the first instance thank each abhayan for standing with abhaya 

Foundation since its inception in the year 2006.

 

You are aware of the fact that there are manyCompanies in the country 

stood differently with a keen interestin developing the neediest 

communities.Considering the back ground CSR Provisions of Companies Act 

2013 and our good work since a decade all over the country,we tried 

consolidating many of the service projects undertaken by abhaya 

Foundation as per activities specified in Schedule VII of CA, 2013, which 

needed corporateCSR Funds and support for your kind reference:

 

1. Eradicating hunger & poverty in the society through abhaya Home.

2. Caring the Destitute and working on their rehabilitation at abhaya Home

3. Development of Govt. Schools & its infrastructure like Building, 

Computers, Compound, Water, Toilets etc., (INR 5lacs to 10lacs per school)

4. 3 months free training for 30 unemployed at abhaya Home - 3 batches in a 

year (INR 250000per batch/ trade)

5. 2 months free tailoring course for 30 women in rural areas (Estimated 

cost per batch/ Village is about INR 50000)

6. 2 months free computer basics training for 30 youngsters at abhaya Home 

(Estimated cost per batch is about INR60000) - 4 batches in a year

 

You may discuss the same with the known corporates in your circle impress 

up on them that their will go a long way in infusing life to many needy people 

in the community. If in case of need, we are available for discussion and also 

to give further details & clarifications.Look forward to work hand in hand 

with you in developing the most deserving communities of this holy land.
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APPEAL
abhaya's seeking support of 

Corporates for CSR Funds

CS Balachandra Sunku

Founder

Meda Narasimhulu 

Chairman

CS G Raghu Babu

President

KSV Sivakrishna

Secretary

LOVE & LIFE for the Country



Gujarat, Maharashtra 

gain maximum from 

CSR
Gujarat and Maharashtra have 

gained the maximum when it 

comes to corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) spending 

by companies. In fact, over 50 

per cent of CSR spending by 

nearly 1,181 companies, listed 

on BSE, has come to the two 

neighbouring states of western 

India. Gujarat alone counts for 
around 25 per cent of the total CSR spending in the country.

This is what a report 'A billion dollars story of CSR spends in FY 
15' recently released by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) 
and CII ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainable Development 
has revealed. The report suggests that in the first year of 
legislation, listed companies taken in the sample spent US $ one 
billion or Rs6,400 crore - a majority of which was invested in 
Maharashtra and Gujarat.

In contrast, the North-East region of the country, which includes 
states like Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 
Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura, is at the lowest end of the 
spectrum with only three per cent companies choosing to make 
CSR investments there.

"The very logical reason for this is that most companies would 
prefer to make their CSR spends in the places of their 
operations. Gujarat and Maharashtra are home to major 
industries and hence the companies have made their CSR 
spends in their work areas first," said Niraj Lal, chairman of CII 
CSR Gujarat State Council and head CSR of Arvind Limited.

In line with its vision of powering a greener 

tomorrow, Suzlon Foundation along with 

the Association for Integrated Rural 

Development (AIRD) has installed two 

solar street lights each in Ottanatham and 

Sangampatti villages in Tuticorin district.

Talking about the “zero darkness” initiative, Jasmine Sofia Gogia, General 
Manager, Suzlon Foundation, told BusinessLine that the Foundation has till 
date lit (solar street lights) up seven out of the 120 villages that they work 
with in Tamil Nadu.
“We have installed 14 lights (2 per village) this far. The other five villages – 
Periyakumarapalayam, Ponnivadi, Peramium, Alampalayam and Mambadi 
– are in Tirupur district,” she said, adding “these villages are located close to 
Suzlon's upcoming wind turbines.”
Gogia said the company has developed mega wind parks in India and the 
(wind turbine) installations in Tamil Nadu was well over 2000 MW.
“Theteam identifies the location for installation of the street light, digs the 
pit (foundation) and gives an undertaking that they will maintain the light. 
Approximately, around 500 families in each of the villages are benefited 
because of this initiative.”
In Tamil Nadu, Suzlon Foundation, the CSR arm of Suzlon Group, focuses on 
formation of village development communities, capacity building 
programme for the community members, eye screening and cataract 
surgery support camp, cleanliness drive, animal camp, tuition centre and 
many more.

“Money is not required for doing 

CSR; one needs to identify do-able 

activities, have a dedicated 

business team and convince the 

locals that the activity is aimed at 

uplifting the village,” Gogia said 

in reply to a query on the fund 

allocation for such activities.
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Suzlon's CSR arm takes up solar street lighting



A discreet move to amend the Foreign Contribution 
Regulation Act (FCRA), 2010 through the Finance Bill that 
has gone unnoticed appears to have a twin purpose — 
unlock an estimated Rs. 10,000 crore that corporates 
want to spend on corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
activities in India and clear the legal path for political 
parties to receive donations from what were hitherto 
classified as foreign companies.

A senior government official said the amendment, which alters the definition of what is a 
“foreign source” when it comes to making contributions, would benefit parties such as the BJP 
and the Congress. Both have been charged with illegally receiving foreign funds for political 
activities from U.K.-based Vedanta Group from 2004 to 2012.

The Association of Democratic Reforms filed a PIL petition against the two parties for violating 
the FCRA. The Delhi High Court had held that the donations were illegal in 2014, but the two 
parties have challenged that order in the Supreme Court.

Pre-amendment, any company with a foreign direct investment (FDI) of above 50 per cent was 
deemed as a “foreign source”. This has been altered with the introduction of the proviso that, 
with effect from the September 26, 2010: “Provided that where the nominal value of share 
capital is within the limits specified for foreign investment under the Foreign Exchange 
Management Act, 1999, or the rules or regulations made thereunder, then, notwithstanding the 
nominal value of share capital of a company being more than one-half of such value at the time 
of making the contribution, such company shall not be a foreign source.”

The process of amending the FCRA was initiated in September 2015 when Union Finance 
Minister Arun Jaitley wrote a letter to the Home Ministry seeking its reply to a petition submitted 
by at least 22 companies — a list that included Infosys and Axis Bank among others.

The companies argued that while government policy mandated them to spend two per cent of 
the company's profit on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects, the FCRA's provisions 
which classified such funds as coming from a “foreign source” came in the way of this. They 
contended that the rules, which required the MHA's clearance each time money was to be 
disbursed, were cumbersome.

The amendment was pushed through the Finance Bill even though the Home Ministry had 
already prepared a Cabinet note to amend the clause. Explained a government official: 
“Sending it to Cabinet would have meant that a Bill would have to be drafted and wait for the 
Parliament to pass the legislation. The amendment had to come into effect by March 31, 2016, 
when the last financial year ended. The companies had said that if the rules were not relaxed, 
they would not be able to spend the money of the last fiscal and it would go down the drain.”

In yet another major CSR initiative, J&K 
Bank presented four eco-ambulances, 
two portable X-Ray devices, fifty 3-
seater benches and Rs 5 lakhs for poor 
patients to Government Medical College 
(GMC) Jammu & Associated Hospitals. 
One similar ambulance was handed 
over to the Jammu University.

Speaking on the occasion, Chairman 
Mushtaq Ahmad said, “Health is 

wealth. This maxim stands true 

equally for an individual, society 

and a nation. And being wealth 

managers of the people, we 

understand the significance of our 

hospitals for the health of our 

people in J&K.”

“Today I feel contented to dedicate 
these needful amenities for the 
convenience and comfort of people in 
this region. In future also our CSR 
programme shall continue to focus on 
health and education, which remain 
critical for the real growth and 
development of every society”, he 
added.

J&K Bank's CSR initiative

in health & education 

sector

 FCRA tweaked to boost CSR spend



Piyush Goyal was speaking at a 
C S R  Aw a r d s - c u m - S u m m i t  
organised by Assocham. Voicing 

concern over 2% corporate 

social responsibility spending 

norm for companies, Union 

Minister Piyush Goyal on 

Thursday said that CSR is not 

something that can be "forced 

down somebody's throat".

"I personally feel, 2% has become a budget and budget is a restraint 
and budget is not something which means that you are going to spend 
that," the Power, Coal and Renewable Energy Minister said.

He was speaking at a CSR Awards-cum-Summit organised by 
Assocham. "I genuinely believe that CSR is not something that you 
force down somebody's throat because the moment there is something 
which is made mandatory then it becomes ritualistic...," Goyal said.

"So I oppose it because I say, even if we want to do it, it should be 
suggestive and we should encourage more and more people to go down 
that path rather than force it down and then the peer pressure will set 
in," he added.

The minister also informed that he had opposed to making 2% 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) spending by private firms 
mandatory when it had come to the Parliamentary Standing Committee 
of Finance for review of the Company's Law amendment.

"May be a good idea if all the big corporates of this country decide to 
recuse themselves from awards, because they are already doing a good 
job, they have already reached a certain scale and level, but 
nevertheless what we need to do is take this to people who really need 
to be encouraged," he said.

Giving an example of the Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY) 
scheme, Goyal said, "The UDAY scheme...I made it optional, nothing 
mandatory and almost every state is signing now."

NTPC, a Maharatna power 
utility and a Government 
of India Public Sector 
Enterprise , is the first PSU 
to  jo in  hands  w i th  
Hyderabad City Police in 
the Community CCTV 
project.

NTPC entered into an MoU with the Office of Commissioner of 
Police, Hyderabad for installation of CCTV cameras in Old City 
areas in the city.

NTPC would extend a financial assistance of Rs one crore for 
installation of CCTV cameras at Kamatipura Police Station of 
Old City areas of Hyderabad as a part of CCTV surveillance 
system under its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and 
community Development Initiative.

The Telangana Government had initiated a series of 
measures to upgrade the quality of life in Hyderabad with an 
objective to transform it into a Global City and Hyderabad 
City Police into a Global City Police.

The Government of Telangana have started the process for 
setting up a 24-storied building in the city connected with a 
City Wide Community CCTV Surveillance System, consisting 
of over a Lakh of CCTV Cameras.

This will act as one stop centre for handling all emergencies 
and crisis/disastermanagements by all Government 
Departments.

As a part of this effort, the Hyderabad Police has started 
implementation of City Wide Community CCTV Surveillance 
System with the help of Community support, as envisaged 
under the provisions of AP Public Safety (Measures) 
Enforcement Act, 2013 and Rules 2014.

CSR cannot be forced down somebody's 

throat: Piyush Goyal
NTPC's CSR Initiative to install CCTV 

cameras in old city



When  o rgan i sa t i ons  
i n c l u d e  s o c i a l  
responsibility programs 
within their leadership 
development efforts, it 
results in a positive impact 
on overall engagement 
and performance, a report 
said today.

According to a global study released by the Hay Group division 
of executive search firm Korn Ferry, across all leadership levels, 
an average of only 36 per cent of employees are "highly 
engaged".

Leveraging a social responsibility agenda to develop leaders 
can help reverse this trend, it added.

Around 87 per cent of respondents say that linking an 
organisation's social responsibility efforts to leadership 
development has a positive impact on overall engagement and 
performance, according to the survey, which includes data from 
more than 7,500 business and HR leaders in 107 countries.

However, only 59 per cent of respondents say their 
organisations actually link the two."If an organisation wants to 
win the current war for talent and retain valuable employees, 
then it needs to ensure that they constantly feel inspired. 
Employees need to view themselves as part of a big picture and 
this is where the social responsibility platform can help," Korn 
Ferry Hay Group Country Head Nitin Razdan said.

Razdan added that "some of our own initiatives in India towards 
'nation building' have helped us connect our employees to a 
larger purpose.” With corporate social responsibility initiatives 
gaining traction, some progressive companies are going 
beyond volunteerism, linking profitability with social 
responsibility and embedding these goals in their core mission 
statements.

In a bid to include more than 1460 project affected families in the 
mainstream of economic growth process, GMR Kamalanga Energy 
Limited (GKEL) has launched a livelihood restoration pilot project in 
Dhenkanal district of Odisha. Launched by GKEL, the wholly-owned 
subsidiary of infrastructure major GMR Group, the project aims to 
enhance income to the families through agri-based activity, 
employable skill training and micro-enterprises support initiative. 
We have launched the unique pilot project with a focus on livelihood 
restoration for the project affected families. It will definitely 
enhance the financial stability of the families in Kamalanga area, 
said Meena Raghunathan, Director, Community Services, GMR 
Varalakshmi Foundation, the CSR-arm of GMR Group. She said the 
programme would be implemented in a very intensive and 
integrated manner in the plant area for the next 3 years for the 
benefit of 1467 project affected families. The project affected 
families will get training on skill development, modern farming and 
micro-enterprises which will help to boost their income in a long-
term basis. The project proposes to offer 28 livelihood interventions 
for affected families. Considering the variation of the requirements 
of each of these livelihood assistance areas, implementation is 
planned in a phased manner. GMR Group has been working for the 
development of the community in Kamalanga area for the last seven 
years to enhance quality of life in education, health and livelihood 
intervention as part of CSR activities. This special project is very 
unique. Our aim is to change the landscape of 
the Kamalanga area by proving economic 
viability to the community within three years. 
We have drawn up the road map accordingly 
and appointed highly skilled professionals for 
the job, said Raghunathan during a visit here to 
review CSR activities undertaken by the 
company -  Collected, compiled & reported 

by CS B Kiran Kumar Gupta, Member - 

abhaya Foundation

Linking leadership with CSR programmes 

delivers high impact'
Livelihood restoration project launched 

by GMR in Odisha
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Activity as per Schedule 

VII of CA, 2013

(I) Eradicating extreme hunger 

and poverty

 (ii) Promotion of education

abhaya / 

abhaya Home

(iii) Promoting gender abhaya Foundation through abhaya Home and Women 
Empowerment Center providing free training in livelihood 
for unemployed women on continuous basis in rural areas & 
Slums in the cities. 

Description

abhaya Home of Happiness (aHoH): abhaya Home started 
its operationsfrom 1st September, 2013 and presently 
giving life to 20 destitute in different ways. 

abhaya Foundat ion,  provide scholarships to 
poor/meritorious students from KG to PG irrespective of 
their caste, color, creed, religion and race across the 
country. (Till now abhaya has supported about 300 poor 
students who are perusing higher studies. 25 youngsters 
settled and taking care of their families with such support)

Further, abhaya also working on various Schools across the 
South Indian States and benefiting thousands of students.

Activities which can be done by Companies with their CSR funds

through abhaya Foundation as per Schedule VII of the Companies Act 2013

abhaya FOUNDATIONabhaya 
Schedule VII, CA’13 & abhaya initiatives

FOUNDATION



(v) Combating human 

immunodeficiency virus, 

a c q u i r e d  i m m u n e  

def ic iency  syndrome,  

malaria and other diseases

abhaya Foundation continuously supporting various people 
to come out of critical diseases.(So far, abhaya has 
undertaken surgeries to 200 people suffering from critical 
health issues.)It is especially aiming to serve poor and 
needy people who can't offord for the treatment and 
striving for their lives.Several sick and the suffering are 
housed in our complex and our volunteers keep taking 
continuous care of these unfortunate folk. 

abhaya Home has set up a skill training center and 
imparting employment linked vocational skills training 
especially among poor rural youth with aim to employ them 
in the rural areas. They are being given training in different 
trades such as Computers, Spoken English, Driving, 
Electrical and House Wiring, Plumbing etc. Also organising 
JOB Mela's in different locations making the employers to 
choose the unemployed youth.

abhaya also organising awareness sessions in large scale 
across the country on life skills, job skills, Career 
orientation.

abhaya working closely with DRDA (District Rural 
Development Agency), NAC (National Academy of 
Construction), TMI Academy and other Institutions who are 
providing skill development for Rural Youth

( v i i )  E m p l o y m e n t  

enhancing vocational skills

abhaya setting up various income generating sources for 
those in need with financial help. As of now about 25 
families were given livelihood in the society.

(vii i) Social  business 

projects

Compiled by CS B Sireesha, 

Company Secretary, Chennai



Having a H.E.A.R.T to serve is not really useful without 
having HANDS to serve! Hyunday lend their hands to 
serve with abhaya H.E.A.R.T to serve... Together 
Hyundai abhaya partnership created significant results 
to those in need for the past 6 months.
 
abhaya Hyundai Driving School: Since Hyundai 
associated with abhaya Driving Classes initiative in the 
month of December 2015 by donating a Hyundai Santro 
Car and abhaya is able to empower about 30 
unemployed youth with Driving Skills. 26 of them got 
their Driving Licenses. Each batch of driving classes 
religiously visited Hyundai Campus for a day and 
immensely benefited from the Hyundai Team and their 
interaction. The plan is to have Hyundai association 
year after year and produce quality drivers to the 
society. Presently abhaya Hyundai teams are working 
on registering "abhaya Hyundai Driving School". The 
suitable Applications submitted to RTA, Athapur and 

they are very kind enough to process the same and sent the instructions to RTA, Ibrahimpatnam to inspect. Sri Gowrishankar, RTO 
suggested to set up a Model School for imparting Driving Skill. Accordingly abhaya Team is working to create cut models in 
consultation with Sri PS Murthy, Instructor.
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CSR Activities @ Telangana
abhaya - HYUNDAI CSR Update

CSR Activities @ Telangana
abhaya - HYUNDAI CSR Update

Hyundai Hands & abhaya H.E.A.R.T



abhaya Hyundai Road Safety Move: abhaya 
Hyundai in consultation with Hitech City Traffic 
Police conceptualized Traffic Awareness Theme 
Park in Hitech City, Hyderabad to provide 
awareness to common public in order to prevent 
accidents and wrong driving. Road Safety sing 
boards and barricades worth Rs.10,00,000/- were 
kept ready for the purpose. Soon, the Police 
Commissioner (Traffic) will be dedicating the same 
to the common man's benefit.
 

abhaya Hyundai Current Year Plan:  Apart from Driving School, Developing School Infrastructure, Road Safety etc., the plan is to 
work more on Youth Empowerment during current year. Suitable proposals are being submitted to CSR Committee of Hyundai for 
their consideration and approval.

abhaya - Hyundai driving team 

visit to Hyundai campus @ Hyderabad



While we thank abhaya and HIL for standing beside our school, we wish 
to provide the update of the activities from the month of April 2016.
1) 90% of the flooring work finished except minor patch work.
2)Additional class rooms work is almost finished.
3) Girls toilets work is finished to the extent of 90%
4) Shed work is finished except colouring the frames.
5) Government initiated mid-day meal scheme even during summer 
vacation for the benefit of students, whereas very few students are 
attending the same.
6) Most of staff members attended SSC spot valuation at Ward and 
Deed High School in Hayathnagar, Hyderabad.
7) Few staff members are attending NPR Aadhar updation survey at 
Fathenagar division.
8) Govt declared summer vacation from 16th April to 12 June.
9) Though the civil work is nearing completion, we have to postpone the 
dedication event due to holidays and the same can be done only after 
school is reopened. - Ayyanna, Coordinator, abhaya HIL Work, RT 

Govt High School, Sanathnagar, Hyderabad
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The development work @ Round Table Govt. High School, Sanathnagar, Hyderabad is 

nearing to completion The dedication event is planned in the month of June 2016
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I am Jagadish from Cognizant Technologies, Hyderabad and also the member of Cognizant 
Outreach. I had the opportunity to attend a volunteer awareness session at abhaya home 
about 2 years back. Later I accompanied abhaya team for 2 days session for the school 
kids at abhaya Vgnan School, Yaraguntla village, later I attended abhaya CSR Seminar in 
2014 hosted by abhaya at Bengaluru for propagating the cause of CSR amongst corporate 
houses. Since then, where ever there is a possibility, I am joining with abhaya as a 
volunteer and doing my bit for the country as I am fully understood that with what 
fairness, selfless attitude and focus abhaya is working for those in need. Further, I 
understood that every paisa pooled being spent so cautiously in most transparent manner.

The Head Mistress of Govt Primary School, Jagadgirigutta searching for helping hands and 
she requested many of officers and leaders of village to come forward and develop the 
school but no one responded positively since years. Sometimes, local leaders promise but 
the moment election are over no one remember their words. The situation in the school 
was very heartening to see. There were about 250 poor kids getting benefited from the 
school over there.

When heard about the hardships they are facing through one of my colleague Venkaiah, I 
hearty decided to do something for that school and I enquired with HM about urgent needs 
and noted the requirements like, constructing water tank, Toilets, repairing kitchen, 
plumbing work, stage, electric work and compound wall. 

Considering the great work being done by abhaya since a decade in the country, I 
explained the HM about the abhaya foundation and I advised HM to approach abhaya 
seeking help. I further met abhaya coordinator V Sridhar and explained about the 
condition of school. We all collectively did some more homework and approached abhaya, 
the founder whileappreciating the good work already done by them, without even visiting 
the school and reposing confidence on the team published an Appeal in abhaya News 
Update - February 2016. The requirement except compound wall costing Rs.3,00,000/-. 
We all know, abhaya do not have such recourses! abhaya always believed in: If Intentions 
are pure...GODs will start working. That is exactly happened post publication in the news 
letter.

Govt. Primary School @ Jagadgirigutta being developed by abhaya - Vijaya



Trustee, CS PS Rao was approached by Vijaya Diagnostic Center asking as to how to make use of their CSR Funds. He very caringly 
connected Vijaya Management to abhaya. The moment the Founder and other members met the Board Members of Vijaya and 
shared details of various projects, immediately they have taken the decision to lend their helping hands to abhaya in developing 
the Govt Primary School, Jagadgirigutta with their CSR Funds to the tune of 2, 50,000/-.

Vijaya sanctioned required funds in the 3rd week of March 2016 and the civil work was initiated by abhaya. It was on 29th March 
2016, the bhoomi puja was performed and immediately the work started. Now in the span of 25 days 75% work completed. The 
entire development work will be completed in next 10 days time. The new look school would be dedicated for students/teachers 
sooner than expected. Kudos to the team abhaya and its missionary zeal and sincere gratitude to Vijaya Team for reposing 
confidence on abhaya. Such miracles are common in abhaya as there won't be compromise in work, quality and dedication. I am 
very fortunate to be associated with abhaya and I wish to continue like this for ever.  

I requested various NGOs, many times in regard to development work at our School in the past,  
but non of them responded to take over the project. abhaya Foundation acted differently to my 
request and started the process immediately. We have about 220 kids in our school. As 
discussed previously at abhaya, we provided some paper work in regard demarcation of school 
land. Now we should submit school compound wall measurements to collecto, request you 
please support me in getting the required details. 

When it comes to needs in the school, we need to have note books, bags and electric wiring to 
classes. Electric wiring is to run digital classes for the kids in the future. With the kind support of 
abhaya Foundation all the work going smoothly and almost 80% of the work is completed. We 
request you to please give  suitable time for dedicating the development work for the benefit of 
school enabling us to make arrangements for the same. With the kind support of abhaya 
Foundation, now the school is in good shape with toilets, drinking water and facilities in the 
kitchen, drainage, ventialotrs, doors etc.,Thanks for your kind support and we feel blessed to 
have your association - Kamala. G, HM, Govt Primary School, Jagadgirigutta, Hyderabad



CCL Products India Ltd., Hyderabad has such will to stand by abhaya in 
empowering youth of this country. They are very kind enough to 
sponsor abhaya Empowerment Initiatives. Since last 2 months, abhaya 
is able to make use of the resources lent by CCL towards setting up 
Rural Tailoring Centers at Chededu & Ibrahimpatnam and empowering 
un employed women in Tailoring Course for 2 months. about 60 women 
being identified. The classes are conducted in Govt Buildings which are 
available for use by abhaya team in consultation with village elders. We 
are hopeful of making the rural women self sustained with this initiative. The process is on to 
help the trained women to buy Sewing Machines for their work and sustenance.
 
CCL also partnered with abhaya Foundation in running 3 Months Free Residential Camp for 
Electrical & House Wiring course to benefit rural unemployed youth in association with National 
Academy of Skills, Hyderabad. The first batch commenced on 22nd March 2016 at abhaya 
Home. Around 30 Unemployed youth undergoing training right now at abhaya Home. With this 
initiative abhaya is able to make a difference to 30 families. The plan is to have such courses at 
least 2 per annum.
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CSR Activities @ Telangana
abhaya - CCL CSR Update

The Corporate WILL to support the needy... a boon for the Country

Free Tailoring Training Center @ Chededu in action  Free Tailoring Training Center @ Chededu in action  



Woman empowering center at Chededu was inaugurated on 26th March. 26 
household women joined and after drop outs there are 22 members now. They 
have completed 1 month course and another  1 month course is pending. We have 
divided women into 4 groups as there were 4 machines. They are learning how to 
stitch blouses, chudidars, middis and other woman wear. The classes had been 
conducted in Gopala Mitra, Veterinary hospital at Chededu Village.

abhaya plan is to inaugurate another 2 tailoring centers in rural areas near 
Ibrahimpatnam. The target is to have 30 members and as of now 20 members 
gathered and registered for the course. HM, Govt High School, Ibrahimpatnam 
granted special permission to use their premises. abhaya setting up a center with 
4 sewing machines.

I am canvassing for Computer course and 7 housewives from Lingampalli and 4 
boys from Chededu have enrolled for this course. We are facing many difficulties in 
motivating people to attend residential course, as they have to stay for 15 to 30 
days, leaving their family. I am trying my best 
to get maximum registrations, by speaking to 
village heads and speaking at 'Grama Sabha' 
(gathering of vi l lage) about youth 
empowerment programs, we are conducting at 
Home of Happiness. I am sharing all the details 
about other activities of abhaya Foundation 
while motivating the people for the course. I 
am hoping for the best in days to come - 
Manga, Campaigner, abhaya Home.

Free Tailoring Training Center @ Ibrahimpatnam initiated Free Tailoring Training Center @ Ibrahimpatnam initiated 



Gelli Narayana Chetti Trust and abhaya Foundation sponsored kitchen 
room at Govt High School, Ibrahimpatnam during the month of March 
2016 and the same is getting ready for its inauguration. The cement 
concrete slab work was finished on 2nd April and now curing period is 
finished, remaining works are completing on war foot. Though our 
intention was to inaugurate the kitchen room on or before 22nd April 
2016, but due to the fact the Govt declared summer holidays to the 
schools, the date is postponed.  The Founder, Myself and Srinivasa 
Reddy, Engineer are monitoring the progress of construction very 
closely. As the contractor Sri Venkatesh, himself a mason, he is doing 
the work with lots of commitment. School teachers and cooks also 
watching the progress and suggesting the mason whichever is 
needed. Headmaster, students, staff and school well wishers are very 
much happy for an early completion of school kitchen room. It is very 
rare situation where such work is completed in less than 2 months 
time... this can only happen with abhaya. Everybody is extending their 
whole hearted gratitudes to the donors.  The names of abhaya and its 
founder are familiarized among common people in the locality with his 
commitment towards society and for his kind HEART.  Thanks to 
abhaya – Gelli Narayana Chetty Trust.

Further, when abhaya Founder sought out 
help in setting up abhaya CCL Women 
Empowerment Center at our School 
premises during summer holiday to provide 
Tailoring Classes to Rural Women at 
Ibrahimpatnam, we felt happy and took 
special permission from  the Dept Heads and 
conveyed it to abhaya Team. We are happy 
to note the team already initiated selection 
process for unemployed women for running 
free classes. - G Viswanatha Guptha, HM, 

Govt ZPH School, Hyderabad
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getting ready @ Govt. High School,

 Ibrahimpatnam for inauguration 

Gelli Narayana Chetti Kitchen Block



GSPV Trust Summer Water Camp at Hyderabad

 The team GSPV Trust with a passion to serve the needy during hottest summer in the state of 
Telangana set up Hitech Water Summer Camp at Road No: 37, Jubilee Hills and serving cool 
mineral water to 1000s of people on the roads. Every day the Camp is opened at around 10AM 
and closed by 4PM.

During afternoon time, Trust also distributing Butter Milk. As of date around 15000 ltrs of water 
distributed. Every RTC Bus stops there and the Driver, Conductor & passengers happily drink 
the water. Traffic Police, pedestrians, Metro Rail Labour, people riding vehicles seen stopping at 
the camp and sip the water. 

Dr Niveditha who happened to cross the Road No 37 on a hot summer day, stopped her vehicle at 
GSPV Summer Water Camp and inspired by the set up. Requested whether she can provide butter 
milk in the afternoon? the team felt happy and welcomed her to do the same. She personally came 
for a week and distributed butter milk to the needy people.  It is very inspiring to see such a kind of 
work by GVPR - GSPV Trust.  The Trustees of GSPV Trust, when contacted informed that, they are 
very happy about the Water Camp and they decided to set up such camps in more localities in the 
future. 
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CSR Activities @ TG/AP
GSPV Trust

As part of follow up medical care, GSPV Trust identifying most needy people in the 
villagers who are in need of Eye Surgeries being counselled and sent to Ravi 
Nethralaya, Proddaturu for surgeries. The cost of surgeries taken care by Trust. 
Every month 10 people are getting operated. Some times miracles happening in 
their eyes.

GSPV Trust Free Eye Surgeries @ Kogatam Village, AP



GSPV Trust distributed Food to 

Hungry @ Badhrachalam, TS

The team in pursuit of satisfying 
their hunger to serve the needy 
and inspired by the passion of 
GSPV Trust Chairman, Sri GSP 
Veera Reddy taken up the mission 
to serve thousands of hungry 
peop l e  who  ga the red  a t  
Bhadrachalam to have glimpse of 
Lord Srirama on the eve of Sri 
Rama Navami. The team worked 
hard to prepare 25000 food 
packets (Lemon Rice & Curd Rice) 
distributed to the most needy 
pilgrims and poor people. 

GSPV Trust Free Clinic at AP
GSPV Trust constructed a Community Center for the benefit of villagers in and around Kogatam, Kadapa Dist, AP. Apart from 
periodical mega health camps, considering the dire conditions of villages employed a female nurse Uma Devi at the Center. The 
Clinic started with basic medicines and emergency support about 3 months back now drawing 100s of people every month. Free 
medicines are distributed and referring the critical cases to nearby known doctors.

MV Sunitha Reddy, Trustee 

donated Medical Kits to 

“Serve the Needy” Hyderabad



Anto from MAC sports, Banglore visited Hyderabad on 26th 
April, we met him at abhaya and had a brief discussion on our 
Mission 7 Summits. As per desire of Anto, we all visited abhaya 
home of Happiness, Anto interacted with the inmates / 
students who are getting trained in electrical wiring. He 
promised to present bats signed by cricketers to 5 students 
who topped in exam.  We took him around abhaya home. He 
felt very happy to see the work happening at home, after lunch 
in the home we all went to ZPHS, Ibrahimpatnam where 
women are getting shortlisted for 2 months long free tailoring 
course.  He was very happy and touched by the work carried 
by abhaya, late afternoon we returned to Hyderabad.
 
We then had had detailed meeting with Anto regarding the 
Mission 7 Summits and the way forward. He assured us to do 
his best support enabling us to finish at least 2 summits and 
asked us to send complete details of Mount Kosciuszko and 
Mount Elbrus. He also asked us to prepare resumes which 
include the training we took, pictures and certificates. We also 
discussed regarding time & resources to be spent on each 

summit. Founder hosted a dinner for all of us and we gave a send off to Anto.  Now, we are doubly sure that we will be marching 
forward to reaise our dream of accomplishing 7 Summits of the world. - Raji & Bharath,  Mountaineers, Team abhaya
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Mission 7 Summits Update 
- Raji & Bharath 7 Summits



RIP Lakshmaiah
Lakshmaiah (80+) was 
rescued by Andhra Bank 
staff under metro rail 
line, about 2 years back 
a t  Hyderabad and 
admitted at abhàya 
Home. Since then he 
became part of our 
family. He is unwell from 
the day he has joined 
abhaya Home. since last 
6 months, he became bed ridden and the 
inmates have taken absolute care of him. 
Babji, The Medical Assistant took complete 
care of him. But with summer temperatures 
and with advanced age, he breathed his last 
at abhaya Home on 24th April. First inmate 
Kusuma and team contacted Ibrahimpatnam 
Commissioner Sri Praveen Kumar and they 
kindly sent their staff to do the last rituals. We 
are unaware of his and his Family’s 
whereabouts. But, we are informing of his 
death, as he was also the member of 
abhaya’s Family. I can not forget this incident 
i n  my  l i f e  
time. I am 
happy that I 
could do my 
part in this 
godly work at 
abhaya
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abhaya Home of Happineess
Latest Update

The month April at abhaya Home of Happiness ended with mixed emotions.

Chandramma reunion with her family
The best thing is reunion of inmate Chandramma 
(90+) with her family! She was admitted at home by 
an IT employee Geetha Chatopadhyaya in August 
2015. She was rescued from Vidyanagar Railway 
station and when entered home, she was not even able 
to partake food on her own. There were several 
wounds on her body and we took her to hospital for 
treatment. All the inmates and staff at home treated 
her well and she became healthy & started living on 
her own. Though everyone at Home treated her as 
their own granny, her heart was always with her 
dauther and grand children. May be that is why people 
treat MOTHER as first god. Though she has a 
comfortable stay, she always in thoughts of her family. 
She used to share their address to almost every 
visitor/student who talked to her. Many of them taken 
it lightly.

But Krishna, a student in NAC Electrician course 
moved with her story and went to the Village 
Nellagonda and could reach out the said address on his 
own expenses. He caught hold of her daughter and 
informed them about her stay at abhaya home of 
happiness. They were immensely happy and visited 

home and requested us to send her with them. They told that, Chandramma 
boarded a train from a nearby railway station and reached Hyderabad City. Though 
they searched, they could not find her. They promised that this will not be repeated 
in future and given a written commitment for that. Founder accepted their request 
and sent Chandramma with her family after giving them travelling expenses. He 
also congratulated Krishna, who tried for reunion of an old lady with her family and 
awarded him Rs.500/- as a token of appreciation.



Ravi: He wishes to walk, but he 

can’t. To encourage him and make 
him happy, we all try to keep the 
surrounding happy. Founder is 
planning to make him to appear for 
10th class exams this year. His 
thought is, Ravi will forget about his 
inability, when his mind diverts to 
studies. We too agree that, the young 
age of Ravi is confined to wheel chair. 
He should come out of that and lead 
an inspiring life. Whereas his mother 
who is attending to him looks like not 
interested to stay at home.

Swapna: Child inmate Swapna is 

suffering a lot with temperatures in this 
summer. She was admitted in Rajya 
Lakshmi Hospital many times, she will be 
fine there at Hospital and fall sick 
whenever returned to home. As she 
wampted several times, took her to a 
private hospital near Ibrahimpatnam and 
she is very slowly recovering now.

Ramakrishna: New joiner 

Ramakrishna, who was admitted by 
Sri Satya Sai Seva Organization, 
Himayathnagar is adjusting to the 
environment. He may have been 
severely affected by bad incidents in 
the society. Those incidents may 
have registered in his sub conscious 
mind. Though he is normal for some 
time, he shouts about those anti-
social issues.

All other inmates Myself, Lakshmamm, Padmamma, 
Ellamma, Kameswara Rao, Gopal and others leading life 
courageously with multiple health issues   

abhaya - Hyundai Driving School
As of now, 8th batch of driving students completed their driving 
classes and 7 out of 10 students could successfully get their Driving 
Licenses during the month. They were all very sincere in attending the 
classes & practices sessions. We have visited Hyundai campus along 
with these students. The Staff and management members at Hyundai, 
welcomed us and spent their valuable time with us. They have taken 
sessions to the students about driving and car internals. Apart from 
such things, Founder and myself spent value time with them to infuse 
values and life skills. With this batch we could make a difference to at 
least 80 Unemployed youth in rural areas.  



The team called all the beneficiaries presently attending free courses of abhaya Youth 
Empowerment Initiatives stating that there is a Review meeting for all the beneficiaries 
at abhaya Home. There were about 100 beneficiaries, teachers & Volunteers  listed for 
the meeting.

Founder thought it is very important to have a review meeting of all students of 
Electrical, Driving, Computers and Tailoring courses at least couple of times during their 
course duration as 50% of them will be attending classes out side abhaya Home.

The plan is to build a team spirit, impart life skills, create awareness about community 
work, infuse attitude of gratitude, create good citizenry etc., amongst them.

About 75 beneficiaries attended a day long review meeting. Kusuma (Coordinator 
abhaya Home), Manga ( Campaigner), Srikanththo Reddy (Coordinator -Computer) and 
Malleeswari (Tailoring Faculty) spoke about their process and experiences in the 
presence of Founder.

Many of the women beneficiaries seen carrying their little kids attended the meeting 
inspite of scorching heat.

Founder reviewed the progress of all courses and beneficiaries also shared their 
thoughts in the meeting. All the participants were being provided lunch. Each one 
returned with a sense of togetherness and confidence to lead their life with their new 
skill acquired with the support of abhaya FOUNDATION.  

Review meeting of abhaya youth empowerment members  



3 months course in Electrical & House 
Wiring Course started at Home last 
month and all the students are actively 
participating in this course. We thank 
Sri Siva Shankar, AD, NAC for 
supervising the training modules and 
system. We also thank Sri Venkatesh & 
Sri Naresh for smoothly conducting 
these classes. Most of the students are 
passionate and we feel, they will be 
well-settled after this course. Though the week-ends are holidays, a 
few students are doing Practicals without visiting their parents.  
Whenever we find little time at their disposal, we are encouraging 
them to play, interact, assist with each other. Founder visits to home, 
would not be complete with out talking to them and making the 
visitors to speak to them. 

abhaya - CCL - NAC Training Center



Manga, Co-ordinator is mobilizing unemployed youth from villages 
for Driving Classes, Computer and Electrical Classes. in the process 
she came across several unemployed women who are struggling to 
lead a life to earn on their own. When she took the matter to 
Founder’s attention, he very lovingly initiated to start an innovative 
work to empower such women in rural areas and accordingly 
abhaya started first Women Empowerment Center in Chededu 
Village with 5 sewing machines arranged in a Village Panchayath 
building. We even appointed a trainer on salary to teach tailoring classes to those women. 
We thanks CCL for their kind support in establishing this tailoring center.

About 12 unemployed boys & girls approached abhaya 
Home during the last month listening to Manga in their 
villages seeking support to learn computer basics. 
Considering their back ground and spirit, the Founder 
spoke to Srikanth Reddy who is running a computer 
training institute at Ibrahimpatnam and requested him 
to impart computer training to the said students. He 
readily came forward and on nominal fee paid by 
abhaya Foundation, he started 2 months computer 
classes for them for 2 hrs a day. The students are 
regularly coming to the classes.

abhaya CCL Computer Classes @ Ibrahimpatnam

Er Sunil Gorle...very young and dynamic professional 
engineer. He has set up his own firm at Hyderabad. Got 
connected to abhaya through Sri S Chakradhar, Member, 
aHoH & CA BV Prasad, Trustee in the year 2012. He 
visited our abhaya Home site...assured his support.

On 30th April he just dropped in at abhaya, spent time 
with the Founder and handed over a donation cheque for 
corpus.

He further said, his GGroup will give training for young 
engineers on Auto Cad with a stipend of Rs 5K PM. Upto 
10 young engineers can be trained at a time. Interested 
may please refer the names enabling us to refer them.

Early morning visit to abhaya home of 
happiness along with Satyaharichandra 
foundation head Rajeswarao, the man who 
has completed last rites of 12000 orphan 
dead bodies, Gateway to Heaven. - 
Lakshmi Narasimha Ikkurthi

abhaya - CCL  Empowerment Center, Chededu

G Group stood besides abhaya Home



New Freezer & Water Cooler @ abhaya Home
Since initiating NAC Training Classes, now the head count at Home 
of Happiness is close to 60. With Summer temperatures, drinking 
water turning hot and people were unable to drink. Also the fridge 
available is not sufficient to store the milk and vegetables for this 
head count. So founder appealed abhayan to come forward for 
donating a Drinking Water Cooler and 4 doors Freezer. We thank CA 
S Radhkarishna, Trustee, Bengaluru, Sri Pankaj Agarwal, Business 
Man, Hyderabad, Sri Harish Kalmadi, Business Man and Baby 
Ananya D/o Smt & Sri Ch Ramu, USA for their kind donation towards 
these 2 very useful tools for abhaya Home. These will be very useful 
in this season and all the inmates are happy to receive these.

Founder and other board members are taking good care about 
inmates. Whatever may be the need, they are standing beside us 
and doing the necessary.  

When I was completely bed ridden and was feeling hopless in a helpless 
condition, the founder along with the Chairman visited me and offered 
shelter at Home of Happiness. I came here on a stretcher. They took good 
care like my own family members. I don't know how to thank abhaya, but I 
am sure If I take part in the service activities at abhaya Home, it would be 
more than expressing my gratitude. I have decided that, I will be like 
abhaya soulDear till I am capable of doing something. I thank founder for 
this wonderful opportunity. - Kusuma, Coordinator, abhaya Home, 

Ibrahimpatnam

NAC students volunteered

for medical & driving support

NAC students volunteered

for medical & driving support



Movie Fight Masters Ram Lakshman visit abhaya Home
It was very surprising to see Ram & Lakshman twins, Movie Fight Masters visited abhaya 
home of happiness along with their Driver Bhasker. When they heard the Founder 
interacting with students on Life Skills, they went speechless after witnessing the 
activities going on at abhaya Home. They spent an hour time at abhaya home and 
expressed their respect to abhaya and its Founder.

Later, they interacted with 
the students and inmates and 
urges all the youngsters to 
stay away from bad habits 
and bad company in the 
process they have narrated 

their own success story and the discipline they have maintaining since 
20years of their lifetime. Their driver Bhasker shared his experiences 
with trainees.  The students were just inspired by these surprise guests 
and their gestures, this is yet another memorable day for each one at 
home that day.

Happy Birthday 

Dear Sathyadev

Happy Birthday 

Dear Sathyadev

VIP's visited abhaya Home in the month of April 2016

Dr Ravi Shekar, 

Brock University, Canada

CS Paras K Jain, CEO, 

Pokarna Ltd, Hyderabad
SSSSO, Himayathnagar

Hyderabad



abhaya FOUNDATION
Yes Bank, Hyderabad 
A/c No: 047794600000041
IFSC: YESB0000477
ECS facility available  
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abhaya Nithyaanna Daana Pathakam
abhaya Home of Happineess

Day by day, the activities of  abhaya Home of Happiness increasing. As abhaya is offering all the services 
free of cost benefiting Destitute, Patients, Unemployed Youth all through the year, the need is felt to 
launch abhaya Nithyanna Daana Pathakam at abhaya Home, S.No: 58, Vinobanagar Development 
Society, Ibrahimaptanm, RR Dist, TS. Accordingly abhaya team decided to launch a Scheme with simple 
guidelines. The food is provided on 1 day in a year or 1 day in a year for life time, coinciding Birthdays, 
Wedding days, Death Anniversaries, Festivals etc.,  at the choice of the Donor.

Rs.1, 116/- for Annadanam on 1 day in a year

Rs.10, 116 /- for Annadanam on 1 day, every year for the life time

Notes:

1. The names of donors shall be displayed in Gratitude Board at abhaya Home Dining Hall
2. A certificate of appreciation in this regard will be provided to the Donor along with Receipt.
3. The  donations collected under this scheme will be kept in the form of FDR
4. The interest generated on such deposit will be used for providing food.
5. Project Coordinator: K Ranga Rao (Mobile No: 9701360880)



Happiness

“Your own 
Self

Realization
is the 

greatest
service
you can 
render

the
world.”

- Ramana
Maharshi
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Mission Anjaiah
A n j a i a h ,  a b h a y a  S o u l D e a r  a t  
Ibrahimpatnam and Internet provider for 
Home of Happiness is in deep crisis. His two 
legs below knees were completely damaged 
and the flesh also spoiled. On enquiry he told 
that he used to get pain in his legs and used 
medicine with consultation of local medical 
practitioner. As the pain is not reducing, he 
consulted Dr Sulapani, on suggestion of the Founder CS Balachandra Sunku. After 
initial tests, doctor suggesting him a surgery and bed rest for 2 months post 
surgery. Total estimation for the treatment is about Rs.4,00,000/- and he is not in 
a position to pay anything now. abhaya considering his helpless condition and 
association with its good work at abhaya Home, considering to stand by him in this 
regard and trying to pool funds. We appeal all abhaya SoulDears to lend their 
hands of support. We may have many rich people in our circles...but there are very 
few people who are rich in heart while serving. Anjaiah is one among them. - KSV 

Siva Krishna, Secretary, abhaya

Abhaya FOUNDATION, A/c No: 910010042902046
IFSC : UTIB0000008 AXIS Bank Ltd
All donations are exempted u/s 80G 

Abhaya FOUNDATION, A/c No: 910010042902046
IFSC : UTIB0000008 AXIS Bank Ltd
All donations are exempted u/s 80G 

Please donate generously Please donate generously 



Mission Krishnaiah
Krishnaiah (31) from Palasamudram, working as driver, his elder brother 
working in looms. The poor family encountered by fate of illness.Last Thursday, 
Krishnaiah came back from the work and slept morning he didn't wake up. 
Family found him in unconscious state; they took him to local hospital. His one 
hand and leg has no movement. Doctors found a blood clot in brain, 
immediately operation was done at Ramachandra hospital. They have spent 
about 2.5 lakh and he is in ICU. Further estimated cost is about Rs.2lakhs. 
Meenakshi, a colleague of abhayanArunodaya, approached us with the case.

Considering their condition, we published this Mission Seeking support and 
abhaya granting Rs.25,000/- as immediate support. 

I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to abhaya Foundation and to all those who supported me in the “Mission Anandraj”. At 
Abhaya, I have always strive to give my best at whatever mission I was privileged to co-ordinate particularly in health care.  We 
have tried our best to save Anandraj in all possible ways we could. 

Together as an 8-member team, we were able to pool in close to 1 Lac Rupees from several sources and Tamil Nadu Government 
sanctioning the entire amount required for the liver transplantation. However the wait for a Liver donor 
has defeated our fund-pooling efforts and eventually we lost Anandraj. After a 15-day struggle, 
Anandraj left us leaving a few questions unanswered. While hundreds of people are dying every day, we 
were not able to find a single donor who can donate liver. There are few pieces of puzzle that only a good 
regulation of the organ donation by the government can fill, otherwise we will end up losing many 
Anands. 

Regarding the fund rising, we have approached an online fundraising application and were able to pool 
75000 INR. The application team have collected 5% of the amount. I feel that this kind of application can 
help fundraising and I will strive for the development of a similar one for the abhaya foundation. Once 
again, I’m happy to be associated with Abhaya. – I Lakshmi Narasimha, Social Worker, Hyderabad

Mission Anandraj
Laksmi Narasimha Ikkurthi approached abhaya to help a patient named Anandraj who 
needs immediate Liver Transplantation. They could pool 63000 and abhaya has contributed 
25000 from its end. Everybody tried their best, required funds were pooled and have also 
convinced the TN Govt. to release funds in completing the operation. Anand's cousin came 
forward to donate part of her liver, but doctors said that absolute liver replacement is the 
only solution for Anand's situation. Hours before Anand's departure, team could finally 
found a liver donor, but it was too late by the time. Our sincere thanks to  every individual 
who supported us with your valuable time and contributions. - K Siva Krishna, Secretary



The Emergency Department at Gandhi Hospital receives approximately 250 cases per day, the 
largest perhaps in Hyderabad. About 60% of admissions to the Hospital happen through the 
Emergency Department. This area obviously has a huge impact on lives and livelihoods (given the 
high cost of emergency and critical care in the private sector). While there are enough number of 
doctors, fortunately, this being a teaching hospital, a big gap seen here is the inadequate nursing 
and paramedical staff in critical care units, which is compromising care levels and outcomes. UC has 
had several interactions with Gandhi Hospital Administration since October 2013 regarding the 
proposed support for augmenting Nursing & Paramedical staff and Patient Transport team at the 
Emergency and Intensive Care Units. Since mid-2015, UC along with volunteers have actively 
engaged with the emergency department and studied the scope of engagement to operationalise 
the support services for patient transport at Emergency Department. 

UC commenced the patient transport services in the emergency area from the beginning of January 2016. A young team from 
UC's NPO partner 'Seva Bharati' has started extending the service of quickly moving patients in wheel chairs and stretcher trolleys 
in the Emergency area and promptly delivering lab reports for these patients UC's volunteer team preparing to transport the 
patient from ambulance Patients being shifted from ambulance to Emergency care reducing time for patients to receive care. This 
team also comprises volunteers from the student community and working people. This intervention has been well received by 

patients, their attendants and the hospital staff. This is a 24/7 
activity and UC welcomes volunteers to sign up for a couple of hours 
every week to support this activity. To support & motivate the 
transport team Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organizations, Gandhi Nagar has 
been providing free Dinner to all the patient-transport team 
members from March,2016.

We thank abhaya FOUNDATION, for their generous support of 
Rs.5,000/- Per Month towards Transport Service at Gandhi Hospital

Patient Transport Services:

Mission Sruthi
Shruthi also regularly going to 
Sweekar Rehabilitation Center, 
Secunderabad and attending 
physiotherapy sessions. Her 
condition improved a lot and she is 
now able to walk with support. New 
therapists are taking good care of 
Shruthi. We hope that with all our 
effort she will be normal soon.

Mission Hari Prasad
Hari Prasad is recovering slowly. He 
regularly attending the physio therapy 
sessions. He was able to stand once 
someone made him to stand. New 
therapists at Sweekar are taking good 
care of him. His mother is taking him to 
Sweekar Rehabilitation Center at 
Secunderabad every day and making him 
to walk even at home. - abhaya Team

abhaya
FOUNDATION
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Support for Patient Transport at Emergency Department, Gandhi Hospital 



Leelavathi M.Sc.,
I  I am S.Leelavathi, M.Sc. Chemistry from Anantapur.We 
celebrated Sivarathri festival at SivamMandir and stayed 
therethe whole night. I attend abhaya Women's day 
celebrations on 8th march, I was very proud to be part of this 
event.Though they are not as popular as Sonia Gandhi 
anIndira Gandhi, yet their life stories were inspiring to others. 
By seeing all those things I could feel the presence of my 
mother who inspired and motivated me in every aspect in my 
life. 

I was so over whelmed when the Founder spoke about my academicals 
achievement in that session. Thank you, abhaya, for recognizing all these women 
and respecting their contribution toward a brighter tomorrow. And it is a great 
initiative of abhaya to set up women empowerment sessions for rural women 
which help them in enhancing their lives from.

I happened to visit places like Yadagirigutta andCharminaralong with abhaya 
soulDears from Bengaluru, Gayathridevi&NarasimhaMurthy. Thanks to their love 
and care. I tried my level best to reach my goal but I could not secure the required 
marks. As I am done with my industrial training from NATCO for 2 month, now I 
have decided to start my career in Pharmacy and lead my lifesupporting my 
parents and abhaya,and continue my effortsto achieve my goal.abhaya always 
amazes with its kind support in all the aspects, they are continuously supporting 
me in building my dream.I got a job offer from EmmennarPharmaPvt. Ltd., 
Hyderabad.I take this moment to express my heartfelt gratitude to abhaya. 
Except for abhaya, it would have been an impossible for anyone to bring me to 
this stage. Thank you so much abhaya for the empathy and support.

Now you are standing on your own and supporting your family. It will be surely a proud moment for your family. Never ever forget 
your first day! Your story should be an inspiration to many. Try to improve on your communication skills as that alone will keep 
you in progress. All the very best for your new job!

Reply from abhaya:
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“H ART”E
Educare Update



Sai Latha (MBBS)
It has been an enlivening experience to explore in various villages and give 
them treatment and make them aware of various health conditions and 
educate them to diagnose themselves and approach the Medical institutes for 
treatment. The most challenging part of this is to communicate with the 
villagers whose lifestyle and thought process is entirely contrary to the Urban 
people. This had fetched me lot of learning's for Profession and Life as well. 

On the eve of World Tuberculosis Day, elocution competitions were held in the 
College, I have given an informative and effective speech on TB and its 
eradication and I could achieve 1st Prize in that competition. It was great 
opportunity for me to speak in front of Dignitaries like the Collector, DMHO and 
DMO. I have also spoke about the activities that are going to be held through 
the Medical College and the services which are going to be rendered to 
Anganwadi, Asha Workers and the Nurses. 

I wound up my speech with a message that with faith, 
will power and strength any disease can be eradicated. I 
was applauded and appreciated by the Dignitaries and all 
the College. I must say that all this confidence, 
knowledge and wisdom are acquired from my 
association with abhaya. I purchased 3rd year books 
worth INR 2460 and received few other PG books   from 
senior. Internal examinations will be commencing soon 
so, as of now my only focus is on preparation. I thank 
abhaya heart fully for all the support.



Irfan Syed (BBM)
I have cleared by due fees of Rs.6500 with 
the help of abhaya. I was given my hall ticket 
only after clearing the due fees, so, now I 
can write the annual examinations. I have 
been preparing for these examinations since 
a month. And also, I am performing well at 
my job, but this is not fetching me enough 
funds in meeting my Family's expenditure. 
That is why I am thinking to shift to some 
other working fields which will fetch me good amount of earning. 
But that may become a hurdle for me to attend College and 
continue my studies. I hope, I can find some other alternative. And I 
am very thankful to abhaya for helping in all ways and always

G V Srikanth (Groups)
I have completed my coaching in Group2 

examinations of TPSC. I am preparing for 

these examinations since February, but 

now the exams have been postponed, and 

the dates are yet to be announced. From 

my end 80% of the preparation required is 

done. 

Mahesh (IAS)
abhaya Educare team member Mahesh, who 
was supported for CIVILS Exams, approached 
abhaya for help once again. He is planning to 
work as a faculty in a college. He is in a need 
of laptop to prepare for his classes and also 
for his Civils Service Exams. He searched in 
OLX for a suitable laptop and found one at Rs. 
14000/-. He has Rs.2000/- with and 

requested abhaya for remaining amount. Considering his 
confidence and ambition, abhaya is providing an amount of Rs. 
12000/-. Hoping for the best to Mahesh in accomplishing his IAS 
Dream in life sooner than expected. - abhaya Team

M S Abdulla (B. Tech)
I am M.S.Abdulla. I am pursuing 
B.Tech 3rd year in department of Civil 
Engineering at VNR VJIET College. 
This month I have completed 
laboratory experiments. I had three 
labs examinations, and internal 
examinations. In the next month we 
will have external examinations, so I 
am preparing well for these exams 
and also I am going to institute daily. Especially this 
month we have given some motivation speech to 
juniors. I have given poster presentation topic on 
"rules are not meant to broken but followed" in the 
Advance communication skills laboratory.

Vyshnavi (B. Tech)
I am G.Naga BangaraVyshnavi, 
Vasavi Engineering College. I 
have been attending to the 
classes in this month. Our First 
Semester exams results were 
announced and I stood second in 
the class with 88%. Second 
semester examinations may 
commence from 27th of April, I 

work hard to improvise more in my academics. I credit 
all my success and happiness to abhaya, this had only 
happened because of the support given by abhaya. I 
thank abhaya for all the support and encouragement. 

Sireesha (Agr B.Sc.,)
I am writing this letter to thank abhaya 
for supporting in clearing my 3rd year 
fee dues. My classes have commenced 
and I hope that I will perform in this 
semester. I thank abhaya for its 
continuous support and kind blessings.



GVK School Update
The following service activities were done in the school during 
April:

At We wish to share a brief update on the service activities done in the 
project during April 2016. The school was running in normal course.  On 
02.04.2016 Sri Syam Prasad Mukharji, a leading lawyer Tadepallegudem 
with other donors and well-wishers visited the school.  They opined that the 
school buildings of two tiled roofs were in bad condition and promised to 

provide iron sheet roof instead in replacement 
of existing roof.  They took photos of the 
school. 10th class examinations were 
completed on 04.04.2016.  We are confident 
that this year also the result will be 100% pass 
in the examinations.  On 23.04.2016 is the last 
working day of the school.  Summer holidays 
were issued from 24.04.2016 to 12.06.2016. 
On 23.04.2016 is myself and correspondent 
Sri N.Bhujanga Rao conducted staff meeting 
and discuss on the academic year 2016-17 
education activities  - S.Bhavanarayana, 
Joint Secretary, GVK School

Swapna Priya (B. Com)
My Name is A. Swapna Priya. I am 
fine here by the god's grace. My 
health is good. I am completing 
my 1st B.Com at Shanthinikethan 
Women's  Degree Co l lege.  
Recently we completed practical 
exams and pre final exams. Now 
we have preparation holidays. We 
got the hall tickets on 15th March. 
We have Board exams on 17th 
March onwards and over by 31st 
March. We have taken important 
questions and repeat questions. I 

have CPT exam in the month of July, So I am preparing 
well and I am doing night out, already completed 5 
subjects. I seeking clarifications to my doubts with help of 
my sister.

Syed Afreen (An Air Hostess)
I am Syed Afreen, I have successfully 
completed my Udaan project given by our 
institute. I will soon be certified for that 
Project right now I am having my travel 
tourism classes which were stopped because 
of the project. I am also trying to attend the 
interviews in five star hotels which is a 
reference through our institute itself and it will 
be also a experience for me. From that 
experience it will be more easy to get a job in 
good airlines. This is what happened in this 
month overall. The two months fee of my 
hostel which was pending the last month was 
cleared successfully.I thank Raghav Sir for helping me financially. 
Raghav sir has helped for half amount of my fee and the rest my 
mother took help from her friend.And I once again thank abhaya 
foundation for the help they had done for me. Thanking You
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“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

Founder addressed Faculty at Gitiam University, Hyderabad Campus

Founder along with Smt. B Sumathi, IPS, SP, Medak addressed the 

villagers of Kristapur while they performed pooja to parents 

Founder addressed office bearers of Vasavi Club @ VALT, Annavaram



Founder addressed office bearers of Vasavi Club @ VALT, Hanmakonda



A Session with Sai Youth at INFOSYS

It was a historic day. It was a confluence of good 
thoughts and inspiring hearts. In line with the principle 
of "Good work is GOD'S work ", 115 representatives 
from 46+colleges across the city have attended the 
conference in Infosys campus under the theme 
"Together we can change the world". Inspiring 
personalities have consented to address the audience 
and helped understand the need and the impact that 
would create at a greater level.
Sri Kondala Rao - Advisor to Govt of AP
Sri Ram Babu Garu - CSR Head, Infosys
CS Balchandra Sunku - Founder, abhaya Foundation
Sri Gunaranjan - Founder, Yousee
Sri Gopal Bhargav - Founder, Vanguards Organization - 
Sai Kiran, Sai Youth Coordinator, Hyderabad

It was very inspiring to see 100s of youngsters drawn from 50+ Colleges and 

corporate houses who were already engaged in doing community work in their 

own way. These youth were mobilized for a pre-conference meet bySai Youth at 

Infosys Campus for making them to be part of a Mega Event in the month of July 

2016.

Founder was invited to speak about Service &Leadership; he shared his thought 

on YOUTH FOR CHANGE. The participants and coordinators were inspired by his 

speech.

Also, the Founder met many leaders from various NGOs. This was yet another 

fantastic work by Sai Youth.abhaya feels proud to do its part for such initiatives of 

engaging youth in doing good work wherever possible across the globe. Founder 

appreciated wonderful n selfless work being done by Sai Youth - abhaya Team



Founder, Chairman & the Board Trustees along with committee 
members at the office of AGR & Laws, Hyderabad on Thursday, the 28th 
April 2016. The members reviewed and approved the Monthly Cash Flow 
Statement and Annual Financials for the year 2015-16. Further 
discussed matters relating to The Year 2015-16 and activities, 
Corporate Donations, Corpus, Operations at abhaya Home, Proposed 
event on 14th May 2016, Current Year activities, Launching of 
Nithyaanna Daana Pathakam, Monthly Donations Scheme and others. 

abhaya Board Trustees & Members met at Hyderabad

Silver Jubilee Celebrations of SSS, Hyderabad

Sai Seva Sangh (SSS), Hyderabad celebrated their Silver Jubilee at Butta 
Convention, Hyderabad. Founder had an opportunity to witness their 
event. It was very inspiring to see hundreds of people gathered over there 
seeing the transformation bought by SSS in th lives of many hundreds. 

Padmabhushan Dr HM Hegde, Dr BV Mohan Reddy, Technocrat & Ms 
Karuna Gopal graced the occasion along with many other well wishers and 
VIPs of SSS. Founder wished the team and expressed gratitude to Ms 
Aruna Pradeep Reddy for leading the entire team of SSS since 25 years.

Founder addressed at SSSO, Thyagarajanagar, Blore

abhaya kids (Sridevi, Manga, Suguna, Radhika, Meghana, Gayathri & 
Aruna) are cared by Sai Seva Sangh since 10 years or so. Out of them 
Sridevi got married, Manga settled as Nurse at Yashoda Hospitals and 
Suguna is staying at Shanthinikethan College Hostel, Hyderabad. Aruna 
left to her village due to home sick. Other 3 kids are studying in high 
school. Further K Dastagiri (Guntapally, Prakasam Dist) finished his M.Sc., 

and got job in Apollo Hospitals, Hyderabad about 5 years back. He happily married and settled in life. Guru Santhosh referred by 
abhaya and taken care of SSS since last 8 years now completed his MBA from Sri Sathya Sai University, Prashanthi Nilayam.

We take this opportunity to convey our best wishes to the team SSS 
and for their continuous and consistent effort in bringing the 
transformation in the society. Appealing all abhayans to visit this NGO 
at your convenience and lend your hands of support too... every good 
work is GOD's own work - abhaya Team

Further Govindamma referred by abhaya finished her Nursing course 
at Vaidehi college, Bengaluru and now happily working in a hospital. 
abhaya lending its supporting hands every month to SSS by supplying 
provisions worth Rs.10,000/- since a decade or so.and further abhaya 
propagating the cause of SSS wherever possible in abhaya circles. 



3rd Batch of Tailoring and She has successfully completed 
fashion Designing Classes the training. Now she is ready to 
concluded: accept any kind of orders with 
 acquired tailoring skill.
The  3rd Batch of Tailoring  
and Fashion Designing Mrs. Sirisha, mother of 3 and wife 
classes which  started on of an alcoholic addicted husband. 
1.12.2015 with the grace of Her husband has fits and is not in a 

Bhagawan Satya Sai Baba, concluded on 24th April 2016 condition to work now she is the only bread winner to the family. She 
and 34 Young Women successfully completed the course. is now ready to lead the life with accelerated confidence.
We understand that they are very confident to support 
their families with skills  acquired in abhaya Women Course Coordinator Mrs.Krishanaveni  Ranga Rao has given a brief 
Empowerment Center, Telecom Nagar, Secunderabad. talk about how to take further the training and assured them for any 
 further support in future and they are given freedom to reach her any 
The chief guest of the day Mrs. J.R.K Murthy , Ex Principal time to get clarified their doubts . 
, Army School , Jagdalpur  and well wisher of abhaya  had  
given an brief introduction about swami and how did The  Session closed with a group photograph of the 
swami stood as an example to the mankind and in selfless students/beneficiaries. Also we are planning to conduct a graduation 
service. She had Marvellously described how to introduce ceremony for these student at abhaya Home on 14th May 2016. We 
swami into our lives and values taught to us. look forward support and inspiration from the Founder and abhaya - K 

 Ranga Rao, Coordinator, abhaya Foundation

Many of the beneficiaries have some worn dresses the 
have stitched by them selves showing the confidence 
about the training that they acquired .  .
 
We talked about seva and Values, what is seva, how to do 
seva and modes of doing seva. Some of the students from 
different backgrounds exchanged their experiences 
about the course and their family problems:
 
Anuradha met with an accident years ago and had lost 
her left arm. Unfortunately her husband abandoned her. 

“HEA T”R
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abhaya Women Empowerment Center, Secunderabad 



Further, in 2012, when we conceptualized abhaya Home of Happiness, Founder sought 
the help of GN Murthy, he took considerable time and created a logo with a stroke of 
line hovering over theabhaya Logo.

When enquired about the concept, apart from many themes, he shared a divine 
theme, that it's a shelter of GOD, Jeeva Deva, Linga&Rudraksha.

This was again a revelation about Divine Will and blessings to abhaya Home. In fact, 
the Founder who went on a pilgrimage to Mount Kailash after conceptualizing abhaya 
Home of Happiness was fortunate enough to get PanchamukhiRudraksha in 
ManasaSarovar when he dipped his hand,further he got a pebble which replicates Mt. He was approached by the Founder in 
Kailash. These divine objects were placed in the FOUNDATION concave on the 2006 soon after abhaya FOUNDATION 
Inaugural ceremony at abhaya campus.was registered, with a request to 

provide a suitable Logo.Gollapudi 
All this was not shared with the (He)Artist Murthy earlier, but when he explained his 

Narasimha Murthy, an Artist with a 
thoughts, once againit was a revelation about the Power of Divineflowing in to 

difference knowing the name of NGO, abhaya's Mission to serve with the H.E.A.R.T.
said he will createa logo.

The Founder accidentally met GN Murthy and expressed gratitude to him saying 
He created the present logo in just 24 that,“Thank You is very small word to convey”.
hours, and the moment I saw the logo 

which has the Face and Hands of the That was how the care for destitute and rural unemployed youth started by abhaya in 
Divine Baba, I knew that no other can be the Year 2012.... The journey is on with a Mission to train at least 1000 unemployed 

youth in the country by 2020...as apt and matching as this logo to 

representabhaya and its Mission.

When enquired as how he could create 

such a wonderful logo in such a short 

span, he said that, the logo was created 

by him long back without knowing the 

reason. He further said that, it may be 

will of Baba for abhaya n it's Mission.

“HEAR ”T
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GN Murthy, the MAN behind the logos of abhaya

Founder offered prayers for the 

well being of all beings at Annavaram



abhaya SoulDears
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Motivated by abhaya and its good work, Ms Bindu & Kiran from USA wished to celebrate their 
daughter Shresta’s 3rd birthday differently and approached the Founder. He appreciated them 
for the thought and suggested them to distribute Umbrellas & Cheppal to the most needy 
people on the roads during this hot summer through abhaya in AP/TS. As they stay in US we 
both took the responsibility to search for the needy and distributed the items to them. When 
we provided them to road side vendors, they felt very happy and thankful. We are grateful to 
abhaya for giving such a great opportunity to serve the needy. This could be the greatest gift 
given to the little angle Shresta. - Bharath & Raji

Shilpa & Sharath: We wish Pola 
Sharath, one of the most passionate 
SoulDear of abhaya. He stood like rock 
support to abhaya from USA.He may 
be young but, his attitude of Gratitude 
isphenomenal. With love, we 
requested him to be with abhaya 
Executive Committee.Every month, 
he poolsINR 20000on an average from 
his friends in USA.We salute him for 
his generosity and love to abhaya 
Mission to Serve with H.E.A.R.T

CS G Raghu Babu 
abhaya  Foundat ion  
wishing its President, a 
Very Happy Birthday!CS 
G Raghubabu, born in 1972 at Miryalaguda, did his Masters 
in commerce, graduated in law and Fellow member of ICSI. 
He also did his Executive MBA from ISB, Hyderabad.He is a 
Co- Founder and partner of R&A Associates, a professional 
services firm in Telangana operating since 1996 from 
Hyderabad and from various other parts of the 
Country.More than all, He is most passionate abhayan and 
stood by community work since 2006.

Sreshta: Parents, Bindu & Kiran 



CS V Ahalada 

Rao: The most 

passionate CS 

P r o f e s s i o n a l  

known in our 

c i r c l e  o f  

Professionals in 

the country.CS 

V Ahalàdarao, 

Member Central 

Council, ICSI. 

Happy Birthday 

and prayers for 

your well-being.

Best wishes to CS K Narendra 

and family on their House 

warming ceremony  

Congratulation to Whistle Wizard 
“Eelapata Siva Prasad” for being 
honoured by AP Government as

Kalaratna 

Happy Birthday Athrey Hegde 

Thanku CS Manjunath R Hegde

and Chaya Hegde for donation

Happy Birthday Athrey Hegde 

Thanku CS Manjunath R Hegde

and Chaya Hegde for donation
Happy Birthday Sanketh

Thanku Smt & Sri Ramakrishna

for his kind donation of savings 

and  cash gifts

Happy Birthday Sanketh

Thanku Smt & Sri Ramakrishna

for his kind donation of savings 

and  cash gifts

Happy Birthday Annanya

Thanku Smt & Sri Ramu

for your donation for the 

freezer @ abhaya Home

Happy Birthday Annanya

Thanku Smt & Sri Ramu

for your donation for the 

freezer @ abhaya Home



Neelima & PrasanthNeelima & Prasanth
Natya

Happy Birthday Happy Anniversary 

abhaya SoulDears Best couple of VYSPRO

Smt Uma and MadhumohanSmt Uma and Madhumohan

Thanku 

 Prasanna Kumar & family

Nama Ranganayaki Thanku Dr PV Pradeep Kumar

for your kind donation of I pad PRO
Thanku little SoulDears of 

Srinivasa Rao and family

CS B Muralidhara RaoCS B Muralidhara Rao





Our Dear Respected Balachandra Sir and Noble 
abhaya Family, We cherish, from the depth of our 
hearts your dynamic leadership, timely support, 
understanding, and apt help that you extend so 
spontaneously. Your divine  nature to help is truly 
inspiring  and blissful to Swami. Sir, we take this 
opportunity to wish you all and Your sweet family a 
very happy, healthy, prosperous and fruitful  
UGADHI 2016 and all the  Ugadhi New years that are 

to come , be full of God’s  Seva , 
His protection and bliss of life. 
May all that you have worked for 
come true….. You are indeed 
very very special to us,and a 
blessing to the Humanity!!! 
Sincerely, Sairam -CH Rommel 

I F S  ( R e t d ) ,  F o r m e r  

Diplomat, India

Hats off to abhaya's service to humanity and in the last financial year you have roped 
in many MNC sto extend their helping hand for several projects. Projects like Hyundai 
training for drivers which shows them an avenue to lead a dignified life is really 
marvelous. I am really proud to see abhaya serving in different avenues. All the best, 
we pray our Beloved Swami to Bless you with many more opportunities to serve the 
needy. - Y Srinivas Reddy

Congratulations for wonderful work you are doing! 
Best wishes for continued service to the society in 
such magnificent manner! - Nithin Shukla

Dear Abhaya TEAM! Congratulations to you all for 
releasing the News Letter for the Month of March 
2016. It is quite informative and well documented. 
It is significant to note that you could rise 
approximately 1.5 crore, which reflects the 
availability of resources and it only needs to get 
connected with CSR. Your reach to the community 
with innovation and creativity is most welcome and 
many should follow your strategies and 
interventions. Once again congratulations and 
looking forward. - Laxmi Narayana

Hats off to abhaya's servic
in many MNC sto extend th
training for drivers which
marvelous. I am really pro
we pray our Beloved Swam
needy. - Y Srinivas Reddy

I heard about abhaya Foundation 3 months back. Initially I was in the 
impression of this is also like one of any other NGO. But, when I met the 
founder and looked at abhaya Foundation News updates, my opinion 
changed as what they are doing is very significant for the society in most 
VIBRANT way. I Congratulate the Founder of Abhaya Foundation and the 
entire team for doing such beautiful programs especially activities for 
Women Empowerment, Skill Development programs for unemployed youth 
of rural areas, financial support to medical cases for treatment support.  I 
further appreciate the fact that many reputed corporate joined hands with 
abhaya, involved their employees guiding them in to CSR activities.
 
We all know that many of us have desire to do some kind of social work in 
our life, but due to some or other reason we are unable to take time and 
make it. Here is the answer… abhaya Foundation. It has provided a very 
good platform and opportunity for likeminded people like 
us to serve the society directly by rendering our physical 
services or giving some donations. I can proudly tell I am 
also part of it thanks to abhaya... I wish all the very best 
and good success to abhaya Foundation for its Mission & 
Cause. My support will always be continued. - M 

Nagaraju, AGM- HR, GVPR Engineers Ltd, Hyderabad

I am Mounika... krishna's brothers daughter from 
Kalwakurthy. I want to transfer money to abhaya's account. 
Im working in infosys,Mysore. I thought of helping some in 
need with my first salary, so i decided to donate to abhaya. I 
came to know about abhaya in my college days from Pola 
Saideep as to how it help people in need. I will do it as much 
as i can every month and let you know when I do.



Jai Srimannarayana abhaya Team! IT IS AWESOME TO SEE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THIS 
YEAR 2015.Every month it inspires us with the services you are extending to the needy 
people. We are praying to God to make the hands stronger and generous to promote good 
causes always. 

Balachandra ji! We are so happy to hear about the activities conducted there in abhaya 
Home of Happiness. You are always a man of creativeness. You neither sit silent and allow 
others to sit in silence, which is really good.  We offer mangalasasanams to you and the 
entire team for their tireless contributions of time, money and what not. Convey our 
mangalasasanams to all our team members.- =chinnajeeyar=

Divine blessings showered by Sri Tridandi Srimannarayana Ramanuja Chinna Jeeyar Swamy
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